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Germany | REIFF Technische Produkte

www.reiff-tp.com

REIFF Technische Produkte offers free 
live webinars

What are the influencing variables for sealing systems?     
How are PU timing belts manufactured and how do various 
 types of plastic differ? Answers to these questions can be 
found in the free live webinars of REIFF Technische Produkte. 

The industry development partner currently offers various 
 webinars in the fields of plastics technology, sealing  technology 
and timing belt technology. More are already being planned.  
The number of participants is limited to 20 persons each, 
 according to the motto: "First come, first served". 
The  30-minute online training sessions provide additional time 
for direct exchange with the experts. Questions can also be 
asked anonymously in the chat during the training.

The first webinars on "Hoses in the food industry" and  "Basics 
of adhesive technology" were very well received by the 
 audience. Moderator of the live training courses Holger Mende 
is  pleased about the many positive voices: "It is nice to hear 
that our  webinars offer real added value. Through the  exchange 
with REIFF experts, questions and problems can also be 
 discussed directly afterwards".

But REIFF experts are not the only speakers.  Cooperation 
 partners also accompany the live webinars. The hose 
 technology webinar, for example, took place in cooperation 
with Continental. 

All current dates and topics of the REIFF Academy can be 
found on the website of the Reutlingen-based technology 
specialist: https://www.reiff-tp.de/newsroom/webinare. If you 
don't find the time for the live dates, you can also watch the 
recordings afterwards. 
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Spain | Gasso Equipments

BOTTOM LOADING ARM FOR LNG
Gassó Equipments SA has developed its first LNG loading arm 
for an important Spanish LNG Company project in Barcelona who 
looks for a safer and faster and with a long reach solution in their 
unloading LNG operation.
This loading arm is especially designed to load LNG products and 
is suitable for the bottom loading / unloading of road or rail  tankers. 
It is suitable for applications where tanker connection flange can-
not be accurately positioned. 

CRYOGENIC SWIVEL JOINTS
Cryo Gassó Stainless Steel Swivel Joints are designed for   ext-
reme cold applications ( - 196 Cº) for an instant and fast start to 
transfer equipped with an interchaeable bearing module.
The balls raceways are purged with nitrogen to avoid ice formation 
during cool down process instead of normal grease lubrication.

www.gasso.com
Sizes: DN50, DN80 and DN100
Material: SS316
Balance: Linear Spring Cylinder
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Netherlands | Imbema Groep

Imbema develops its own brand  CLETON 
for hose assemblies

Imbema Cleton is a company of the Imbema Group. However, the 
name Cleton has been an established name for decades in the 
industry when it comes to high end hose assemblies. When you 
say Cleton, the industry says: reliable, innovative and high quality.

In 2019 Imbema started developing its own brands. In addition to 
the well-known brands Rhiwa and SBS in vehicle technology and 
Impro in surface treatment, Imbema developed Cleton as a brand. 
Cleton stands for reliability, high quality and innovation. The very 
best in hose assemblies, hoses and couplings.

For more information, visit www.imbema.com/cleton

Rhiwa Easy Aero roof ventilator conquers 
van market

Rhiwa Easy Aero is a by Imbema in-house developed unique roof 
ventilator. It provides healthy ventilation and removes  moisture, 
harmgul gases and heat from a company vehicle! The push 
and pull technology creates powerful air circulation. The unique 
thing about the Easy Aero is that it doesn’t require separate floor 
 drainage, which not only saves a great deal of work, but also 
 prevents serious damage to your company vehicle’s exhaust, 
 wiring and braking system. Easy to use, install and maintain.

Benefits of the easy Aero:

•  Sustainable to use, doesn’t require any electricity and the roof 
ventilator is fully recyclable.

•  Easy to assemble as it can be installed in your company  vehicle 
in just three easy steps.

•  Has a high capacity as the push and pull effect of the Easy Aero 
roof ventilator results in an output of 70 m3 per hour.

•  Made of strong plastic and less fragile because no rotating parts 
have been used. Shockproof, virtually silent and suitable for go-
ing through the car wash.

•  The geometry negates the need for floor drainage, in contrast to 
traditional roof ventilator models.

•  Instead of rotating parts, push and pull forces have been 
 incorporated into a single model.

•  Fits both under roof racks and in convertibles.
•  Adjustable ventilation strength.

Since its introduction in 2019, the Easy Aero is conquering the 
market for vans and small trucks. Owners of such vehicles choose 
Easy Aero above other mechanical roof ventilator.

The Rhiwa Easy Aero roof fan is a product by Imbema. For more 
information visit our special website www.easy-aero.com.

www.imbema.com
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Poland | Tubes Int.

www.tubes-international.pl

Tubes actions to protect the health and 
safety of its employees and customers

During that extraordinary and unprecedented time with  Convid-19 
pandemic impacting the world, Tubes International as a 
 responsible organization implements actions to protect the health 
and safety of its employees and customers.
Our branches are open all the time, but still we advise the 
 customers to contact Tubes by phone, e-mail and to use our 
 online store - https://sklep.tubes-international.pl/
We also host web conferences to meet our customers or branch 
staff via the Internet:

When lockdown restrictions were first introduced, we installed 
special PVC protection screens in the entrance to our stores.  
 The customers could enter the store but only a few steps into. 
There were hand sanitizers and information regarding Covid- 19 
available in that special zone.

When the Polish Government announced partial lifting of the 
 restrictions, we decide to open our stores a little bit more. We 
 adapted our salesmen stands to the new requirements and  moved 
PVC screens to their seats.

Thanks to those measures, the staff is safe and Tubes  International 
continues to serve its customers in that hard pandemic time.


